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Friction loss tables are used to determine the amount of friction or pressure loss for a given
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Digital Timer - Single Outlet. Instruction manual for setting up and operating your digital timer.
Hose Reels. Subscribe Now. An impact sprinkler is an effective irrigation system that can be
used to water wide areas of lawns and gardens. The system works by spraying pressurized
water on a given surface area uniformly. It mimics the effect of rainfall to ensure the grass on
the lawn or the plants on the garden are well-watered. The only problem is when the sprinkler
starts to malfunction: all of a sudden, you might notice the area around the sprinkler head is
downright marshy, while the rest of your lawn turns brown. Or maybe only half of your lawn is
getting watered. This can certainly be infuriating, but there are also several easy steps you can
take on your own to repair the impact sprinkler and optimize its performance. Keep reading to
learn how. There are a few tests you can do to determine the problem. Do some basic
troubleshooting by checking for the obvious. Make sure the timer is set correctly, the master
shut off valve is open, the flow control is open, and the water pressure is at the correct level for
your model. If any of these are not correct, adjust them and see if the problem fixes itself. One
of the most common issues with impact sprinklers is that they stop rotating. To rule out a
simple question of water pressure, go to a working sprinkler head and push your hand on it to
block the water flow; if the other heads start rotating, that simply means you need to increase
water pressure in the system and open the flow control, which is easily done. Move on to step
three to find out more. This process can help reduce friction and encourage free and easy
movement. Never ever spray your sprinkler with lubricants. This may provide a temporary
solution, but in the long run, it will only cause more problems. Remove the sprinkler and check
for any buildup in or around the nozzle, swivel bearing, and inlet. Sometimes a small pin or
needle can be inserted into the nozzle to loosen debris, but do not drill into the nozzle or alter it
or you risk damaging it permanently. Wash the rest of the sprinkler to get rid of grease and dirt
and use a solution of vinegar and water to clean any water deposits. You should also clean the
solenoid valve. Unscrew the valve box with a screwdriver and take out the piece. Flush any
debris therein and clean out mud with dry rags. You may notice damage at first glance, so save
yourself a little trouble and compare the problematic sprinkler to one that is still working. This
way, any faulty parts should stick out to you a little better. Two important pieces on the head are
the trip pin and trip collar. The trip pin is the thin piece of metal at the base of the impact
sprinkler, above the trip collars. This piece must be in a downward position for the proper
oscillation to occur. However, if it is somehow out of place, it will not be able to move as it
should. Generally this is easy to adjust back into place with a flathead screwdriver. If they are
too close together, for example, the sprinkler head will be restricted to facing one direction.
Your bearing washers will also need replacing if any oil has been used to lubricate the head in
the past. Oil attracts dirt and debris, which wears away the bearing washers even faster than
normal use. For metal impact sprinklers, unhook the spring from the arm using needle-nose
pliers; then, just bend it slightly before you re-hook it and test the tension. On a plastic model,
you will re-hook the spring on the next protrusion on the arm instead. Finally, it stands to
reason that if you notice any other parts in the sprinkler that look damaged, you should try to
replace them. These parts are not the only ones that can suffer a malfunction; they are just
some of the most common. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is
provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle

navigation subscribe. How to Repair an Impact Sprinkler Head. Written by Doityourself Staff. To
ensure our content is always up-to-date with current information, best practices, and
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Sprinkler System Issues. I recently moved into a home that has a station sprinkler system. I've n
Read More. Or repair? Cleaning out the girlfriend's garage and found this impact. Connected it
to Can the most powerful electric impact wrenches really loosen a rusted axle nut? I've wanted
to get more involved in performing work on my truck to save on Related Posts Sprinkler heads. I
have had my irrigation system for about 30 years. Over those years, the l Leaking sprinkler
head. We have a 4 zone toro system. Everything works fine but zone 4 leaks out of Raising a
couple of sprinkler heads. I have two different spots where soil was added, mostly burying two
sprinkl Lubricant for rotating sprinkler heads. I have rainbird R Turf bird sprinklers. One got to
where it would not r Popular Articles. How to Mount an Impact Sprinkler Head. By Shereyll
Pineda. How to Adjust a Pulsating Sprinkler. How to Repair a Shrub Sprinkler Head. Replace an
In-Ground Sprinkler Head in Order by:. Available to:. Winner of this Auction will receive 1 new
Yuzuak Atom 15 1" double nozzle full circle impact sprinkler. This revolutionary patent pending
sprinkler The Atom 15 can be run at the standard 27 degree angle in normal conditions where
max distance can be achieved or by simply pulling up on the drive arm and rotating the spring
in the opposite direction the sprinkler can be changed to a lower angle 22 degree for windy
conditions. This can be done in under a minute! The double nozzle design gives you so many
watering options from the blind plug which blocks the rear hole for lower volume single nozzle
operation to the rear pin and spring nozzle snap on diffuser for even more coverage control.
This 1" sprinkler just provides beautiful custom coverage at an incredible price. Yuzuak has
been an industry leader in irrigation since I am so honored and excited to be an authorized
distributor here in the USA. We have had extremely positive feedback from our customers on
Yuzuak sprinklers. They love the quality, performance and value. Single or double nozzle
operation. Nozzles rotate into position in seconds with no tools. Change in under a minute.
Runs on pressure as low as 29psi. Throws up to ft diameter. Arm spring can be adjusted in
seconds for custom speed and rotation. State of the art plastics for long life and UV resistant.
No scrap metal theft value. Please contact me toll free anytime with questions ask for Frank.
The Thompson sprinkler acts as a base for the Rain Bird. Please request a bid for other
shipping options prior to paying. The goal is to keep shipping cost low and avoid additional
postal charges. Other than Canada no international shipping. Please contact me prior We do
combine shipping on items purchased within a 3 day period of each other. Payment: At this time
the only form of payment accepted by us is Paypal. Please ask any questions before bidding.
Please note: California buyers may be charged a 7. We reserve the right to relist the item s and
cancel the transaction if payment is not received with 72 hours after the close of the sale. Since
most of the goods we sell have been previously loved by someone else. Condition of the items
are being sold as"used" and"as is" We attempt to give an accurate description, and supply
ample pictures to view item condition, but may inadvertently overlook something. Please read
all size measurements carefully. Please note that items that are sold as"vintage" or"pre-owned"
are exactly that unless stated otherwise with a description such as"new" mint" or"in excellent
condition" Please understand. I will ship within 24 Hours of Payment! Please contact me if you
have questions. Powered by. The arm on this sprinkler is heavy duty and features a
anti-backspash tube. The Alpha was the Cadillac of the Nelson line. This model can be used
above ground or as an internal for the Nelson or Rain Bird pop-up. If you plan on using it above
ground just let me know and I will change the fulcrum pin for you the point on the top of the
sprinkler used to mount it underground can be dangerous to kids and pets when used above
ground This Nelson Alpha ll was cleaned in our unique cleaning process which safely and
gently cleans both the inside and the outside of the New washers an seals were installed, the
arm spring was adjusted to OEM specs for proper speed and rotation. Finally it was water tested
at min and max psi to insure proper operation. The wedge drive AG sprinkler is able to run on
the smallest nozzles but still have great coverage. Speed and rotation due to the wedge drive
design. Great for deep watering frost protection or applications with low pressure. Weather Tec
no longer makes this sprinkler like this with the all brass drive arm due to high manufacturing
cost. These were made right here in California out of American red brass. This Weather Tec was
cleaned in our unique cleaning process which safely and gently cleans both the inside and the
outside of the sprinkler. Finally it will be water tested with your drive nozzle Please note these
are full circle only! Winner of this auction will receive 1 rare double spoon. Double nozzle,

double drive, impact sprinkler. Since I have rebuilt tens of thousands of sprinklers in that time I
have only seen 2 of these they both came in the same time and appeared to be new. The body
looks Rain Bird 's but the numbering looks Buckner. I'm keeping one for my collection. As soon
as someone buys this one I'm sending the money to my son's college! If anyone has any info I
would love to know about it. Great for any collection, it works too! I will include a couple new
fiber washers with your purchase. This"old school" 's era style A features an all brass arm and
trip assembly. These Rain Bird's were completely disassembled worn or broken brass parts
were replaced. Then cleaned in our unique cleaning process. New washers and gaskets were
installed then they were water tested to insure proper operation. If you need great quality A
adjustable sprinklers this auction is for you! Before you checkout please look at my new short
brass sweeper garden hose nozzle with brass shut off. Guaranteed to be the best hose end
nozzle you ever used. If you buy a rebuilt sprinkler from someone else and this spring you turn
it on and for whatever reason it doesn't work. Will they be there to help you? I will! I have
personally rebuilt and tested more brass sprinklers than anyone. A sprinkler is not rebuilt
because it has been cleaned or wire wheeled wire wheeling does nothing except create the
illusion that the brass sprinkler is better than it really is look at pictures closely before deciding
to bid. Do the washers look bright and new? Age, and being struck by high impact glass bead or
sand, used to clean the sprinklers which we don't use Do the brass parts show signs of wear or
damage? You will notice my sprinklers have some dark spots on the brass that happens in the
test tank when clean brass comes in contact with water. If the sprinklers look too shiny and
bright, you can be sure they were never tested. Water testing is critical for p. If you don't
purchase it for your shipment. Regardless of cost, you accept all responsibility for damage or
loss. A few bucks is a small price I personally guarantee all my items are as described and will
refund purchase price if you don't agree, upon return of item in the same condition as when it
was sent. Since ebay has eliminated the insurance option on their invoices please let me know
if you want this and it can be added to the shipping charge. I bought several hundred of these
and they are in great condition except when they removed them from the risers they used vise
grips and ruined the bearings. I installed a brand new bearing as well as a new nozzle and
readjusted the arm spring back to OEM specs and water tested each at min and max psi to
insure proper operation. I don't sell a lot of these on ebay. You won't find a better quality rebuilt
anywhere! Contact me anytime. GO TO Please bid with confidence. Since I have rebuilt and
tested more brass impact Our customers have included many of the most prestigious golf
courses, college and pro sports stadiums, farms, and ranches in the USA. Now because of the
internet our new and rebuilt sprinklers, as well as repair parts and rebuilding services, are
available to everyone. Recently a couple of sellers have popped up on ebay offering rebuilt
sprinklers. Please don't assume that all rebuilt sprinklers are rebuilt the same way and are of
the same quality. Shiny brass sprinkler; however, I found that the glass bead removed small
amounts of the brass which pitted the nipple and bearing. These pits held dirt, debris, and water
deposits which did not allow the sprinkler to self flush, as it was designed to do. The sprinkler
ends up freezing up or grinding down the washers and the bearing. Glass beading not only
does not clean the most important part of the sprinkler, the inside, it makes the sprinkler bear.
This was disassembled and cleaned in our unique cleaning process. New washers and seals
were installed, I upgraded the bearing to TNT style for smooth operation. I then water tested the
Champion at min and max psi to insure proper speed and rotation. It works perfect! The with the
anti back splash arm was a special order item, combined with the double nozzle design it
provides great coverage right where you want it. I don't sell a lot of these on ebay, you won't
find a better quality rebuilt anywhere! The retro base is machine welded, epoxy coated with
brass fittings for perfect performance and long life. I have rebuilt and tested more brass impact
sprinklers than anyone. These other reconditioners are using high impact glass bead to clean
the brass like sand blasting I can tell because back in the 80's I did the same thing I don't care
how many steps they say they have have in their cleaning process I guarantee one of them is
glass beading! Shiny brass. Vintage Brooks Calf. The Brooks sprinkler acts as a base for the
Royal Coach. Please contact We do combine shipping on items purchased within a 3 day period
of each other; request a new price prior to paying. Payment: At this time the only form of
payment accepted by us is PayPal. Please note that items that are sold as"vintage"
or"pre-owned" are exactly that unless stated otherwise with a description such as"new" mint"
or"in e. Also has a brass ring on the bottom to allow the set to stand, great paper weight for the
maintenance engineer The Gardener sprinkler acts as a base for the NAAN. International buyers
are responsible Please contact me prior to payment if you would like the item shipped insured.
This"old school" fast return 's era style 25A with all brass arm and trip assembly was a special
order sprinkler mostly sold by irrigation supply houses. This 25A is perfect for someone who
wants a great part circle only sprinkler where you want to set the sprinkler in a permanent arc

and know it will stay that way with it's solid lower trip. Rain Bird no longer makes them like this
due to high manufacturing costs. Age, and being struck by high impact glass bead or sand,
used to clean the sprinklers which we don't use Do the brass parts show signs of wear or. Nonadjustable. Used, degree radius. If you have any questions call Dennis at after 7 p. Posted with. I
don't see any other numbers or a model number. The nozzle on my hose was too small to test it
but it's clear and water runs through it. The wand moves freely. Heavy and solid. Looks like it's
in great shape. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your
active items. It has a 1" thread input. Tested working. Complete and all parts move freely.
Please look at the pictures carefully. If you have any problems with any of my items please
e-mail or call me. My name is Peter Berg and my phone number is I like to get the items I buy
online quickly so I make sure that what I sell ships Quickly but please realize that I can't control
the shipping companies. Payment must be made within 3 days of auction close. Sorry no
international sales. Thanks for looking! I developed a 6 step process for the cleaning an
rebuilding of my sprinklers. I use no bead or sand blasting or harsh chemicals to clean brass.
Look close at the other rebuilders. You will see areas of red blotches on the bearings and
sprinkler which is a sign of chemical reaction with the brass. I know this because I
experimented with chemicals which over time will I know this because I experimented with
chemicals which over time will eat away at the brass causing the sprinkler or bearing to be
replaced. Sandblasting creates a etched dull surface not shinny brass Look close at the other
rebuilds. Sandblasting creates a etched dull surface not shinny sprinklers Look close at the
other rebuilders. Very unique and hard to find vintage impact sprinkler. Looks like a cat
climbing on the sprinkler. Please note that items that are sold as"vintage" or"pre-owned" are
exactly that unless stated otherwise with a description such as"new" mint" or"in excellent.
Vintage Rain Bird 20 brass impact sprinkler in good shape, Taiwan base. Brass Rain Bird 20
sprinkler head on a cast aluminum Taiwan base. Stick in the ground peg. Weighs almost a
pound. California Water tested Always here to help Contact me anytime with any questions or
concerns I will ship worldwide contact me for shipping cost Special note for buyers.
Sandblasting creates a etched dull surface not shinny sprinklers Look close at the other
rebuilds. I know this because I experimented with chemicals which over time will eat away at the
brass causing the sprinkler Rebuilt Rainbird 70E-EW sprinkler. A Superior Sprinklers Exclusive
1" npt inlet Full circle Water tested Always here to help Contact me anytime with any questions
or concerns I will ship worldwide contact me for shipping cost. Nice orig. Buyer pays shipping
As is sale. They appear to be in good working condition. Email if any questions. Covers areas
up to 80 feet in diameter in a partial to full circle 2. Allowing you to place them in locations all
over your lawn. Water is distributed up to 80 feet away. Easy to install, this sprinkler can be
used with all pop-up or gear sprinklers. It also features anti-back splash water control arms and
sand-proof wiper seals for positive retraction. Use the impact sprinkler in both low and high
pressure systems or even as a secondary watering system. Constructed with a heavy-duty, UV
resistant and non-corrosive canister with reinforced Big Ol' Impact Sprinkler no way to test.
They have been sitting in a garage since the 's and have never been used. Three boxes have
and extra nozzle included and one is missing the extra nozzle. Shipping to the lower 48 States
only. Rebuilt Rainbird CW sprinkler. What you get with These have been used very little if any at
all. Great sprinkler at a great price! Free shipping Water tested Special note for buyers There are
certain sellers offering warranties on sprinklers. Beware they offer no disclosure on what the
warranty contains Ebay rules along with federal law requires them to supply you with a written
copy of the warranty and what the limitations of the warranty are Unless you have it in writing
there is no warranty! Always here to help Contact me anytime with any questions or concern I
will ship worldwide contact me for shipping cost. You are looking at seven Rain Bird brass
sprinkler heads. These items are in very good condition. Please look closely at the photos and
ask any questions before bidding. Thank you for looking and please take time to check out our
other auctions! Size, and packing material. Please check our feedback from our satisfied
customers. Payment is expected within 5 days of auction closing and feedback is given
accordingly. Normally purchases will be mailed within days after receipt of payment. If we have
made an error in our listing or have mistakenly misrepresented an item. Returns will be
accepted under these conditions only. Buyer pays all return shipping fees. A full refund of the
item's purchase price, minus the shipping costs, will be issued after the item has been returned,
exactly as originally shipped, as per eBay policy. These charges are the buyers responsibility. I
developed a 6 step process for the cleaning and rebuilding of my sprinklers. Questions aways
welcome Special note for buyers. Sandblasing creates a etched dull surface not shinny brass
Look close at the other rebuilders. The 20JH is the 1 selling AG sprinkler on the market today. I
did what I call a farm rebuild on these. If a farmer sends us their sprinklers for rebuilding they
don't need them pretty they just need to run perfect. We disassembled and cleaned the bearing

in our unique cleaning process worn or broken brass parts were replaced, new washers, seals,
and drive nozzle were installed. The arm spring was readjusted to OEM specs then each
sprinkler was water tested at min and max psi to insure proper speed and rotation. They work
perfect! The s. The 30TNT's in this auction came into my shop in beautiful condition if they were
used it wasn't much. I cleaned it in our unique cleaning process. Installed all new washers and
gaskets. I then water tested the Rain Bird at min and max psi to insure proper speed and
rotation. This was made and assembled in the USA of American red brass. The Rainbird 30TNT
will include drive nozzle of your choice These 30's will provide years of beautiful coverage. I
don't sell alot of these on ebay, you won't find a better quality rebuilt anywhere! Glass beading
not only does not clean the most important p. This is a Rainer Buckner brass vtg. It has a pretty
logo on one part see photos. Will test for serious buyer. Just email me: It is untested but all
parts are moving freely. Even the teflon washer is in good condition. It has a steel plumbing
fitting connected to it with the teflon tape that the stainless legs are welded to. The sprinkler is
7" long from spray end to moving oscillator end. Height of sprinkler is 5" and then the pipe
elbow and legs is another 10" long. I will have to take the steel fitting and legs off and pack in
two pieces: If you have a problem with that I will ship parcel select. Thank you for looking
please read below: I strive to make all buyers happy with the product they have purchased. I
greatly appreciate prompt payment at the end It also insures speedy delivery of your item. I aim
to please! That way I get a chance to work with you one on one with any issue. Whether broken,
not received, not as described or for any reason please click OTHER when asked what is mail
about. Be sure the item you buy is what you need or want. No Buyers Remorse! If there is a
gross misrepresentation. Contact me using other for what it is about and I will consider a
solution. Once an item is received. Please email me before leaving negative or neutral feedback.
If there is to be a return. Buyer pays return. If I do a refund it is always minus the shipping
unless otherwise agreed. Sometimes I miss something you might see in the photos. If more
photos are needed for you to determine quality please request. Shipping includes tracking and
handling within the USA. If insurance is wanted please. These are the commercial grade
sprinkler head used on large landscapes such as golf courses and acreage sized watering
areas. I cleaned up one of the sprinklers to show the original beauty of the solid bronze and
brass construction. Skinner Irrigation Company was a competitor of Rain Bird from the late 's
on. You are bidding on a total of 3 three. These three offered One has a broken plastic flipper
which could be easily made to replace it. Check our for related items. Buyer to pay packing.
Actual shipping and insurance charges within the United States. Added costs calculated for
shipping to Mexico. Canada and other Countries, estimated based on weight and locale.
Exportation to other countries are charged based on expenses. All duties. Taxes, customs fees,
broker fees and any other expenses incurred in shipping to another country are always the
buyer's obligation and expense. EBay shipping calculator may be inaccurate. Accepting
payment via Pay Pal within 24 hours. Other forms of payment available by request or prior
arrangement. Please do not participate in this auction unless you have properly informed
yourself and are certain of your commitment to this purchase. All specialty items require
specific knowledge and capabilities in their usage. Nothing is a fact until you investigate and
verify for yourself that it is. List your items fast and easy and ma. Used condition. As illustrated.
Thank you for your interest in this auction! I do my best to provide thorough details for
prospective buyers. But I know sometimes details are left out that would make a difference. I
will gladly combine shipping for your items; message me at checkout informing me of your
preference to ship items together or separately. If you prefer. Returns within 14 days are
available. Please see the return policy below. Look close at the other rebuilds. Rain Trol, Champ
etc and would stamp the name when they were ordered This one was never stamped Has been
water tested and gives great coverage Comes with a lower plug also Special note for buyers.
What you get with Superior Sprinklers You are bidding on 3 used Rainbird model 30 brass
impact sprinklers. The one in the middle pic has a 1" nipple on it and is for parts only. The 2
outside sprinklers in pic are in good working order. Thanks for looking and good luck bidding!
Lot of 7 rainbird 35a sprinkler heads these are untested but appear to all be complete. Also
incuded as a bonus is 3 more rainbird sprinklers I couldnt figure out witch model they are all
made from brass thanks for looking and happy bidding. Beautiful with Pat. Please email any
questions. Very good used condition. We purchase items from a wide variety of places. Estate
sales, basements, auctions, barns and flea markets. May come from a home with dust, mold,
must, smoke, pets, or other allergens. Item may need cleaning. Feel free to email me with any
questions or if you would like to see more images before you bid! Payment due within 3 days of
auction close. PayPal only. Item ships within 1 business days of payment confirmation. Will
combine shipping when possible. Just let me know if you are bidding on multiple items before
you pay. We pack items very carefully. And cannot be held responsible for damage from poor

handling, or for lost packages If you would like your item insured, please message me before
paying. Return Policy: Description and images are presented to the best of my ability and
returns accepted only if item is misrepresented. Images are part of the description. So view
them carefully. Item must be returned within 14 days of receipt and buyer pays return shipping.
Please email us within two days of receipt of item with any issues before leaving feedback. We
will do our best to resolve any issue to your satisfaction. These are complete and are in good
condition. These are Rain Bird 70B dual nozzle impact sprinkler. Water tested and it works
minor leaking at base of sprinkler. Really good piece to restore. This 30B's was taken off the
riser with channel lock pliers which marred the bearings so I installed brand new bearing. This
old school Rain Bird was broken down and cleaned in our unique cleaning process. The arm
spring was readjusted to OEM specs then water tested at min and max psi to insure proper
speed and rotation. You won't find a better quality more complete rebuilt anywhere! Glass
beadin. Please ask before bidding. Waters an 86' circle! These days. Consumers have so many
choices, yet all are seeking the best of the best in transaction experiences. Be confident you are
dealing with an experienced e B a y seller who demonstrates commitment to customer
satisfaction and 5-star service. We can usually combine shipping. Paypal preferred. Even for
local pick up to provide greater protection if needed. Economy is not always cheapest. We can
ensure timely shipping. But cannot guarantee timely delivery. No pickups or delivery unless
stated in listing. New packing materials on most items. But occasionally we try to be greener
and use recycled packaging if appropriate. Fragile items will be shipped with insurance. All
orders are carefully packaged and shipped promptly. Nothing is perfect. Stuff breaks, things get
lost. Please retain the contents you received and all the associated packing materials until your
claim is settled. You may be asked to take them to your local Post Office for inspection later.
Please do not reship the package. International Buyers Import duties. Taxes, and Brokerage
Fees are not included in the item price or shipping co. This Rainbird 85 brass irrigation sprinkler
head was in good working condition when removed from the upgraded pivot but I have no way
of testing it now. I think it will work right out of the box but have no way of verifying. So this is
intended for the buyer who can do some tweaking if necessary. We are not experts. But
between the two of us we have been buying and selling for decades. We search for any possible
flaws in our merchandise, providing detailed descriptions and photos of these imperfections. If
you have any questions you are welcome to email or phone If your shipment is international or
Hawaii. Alaska or PR please wait for the revised invoice. International packages ship USPS
priority. We are glad to give an estimate upon request. A note on your packaging: We will wear
silk gloves and place your item into a sacred box made of magic and lined with Unicorn fur.
Then we will tie the box with a strand of Gypsy hair and wrap the whole thing in sna
2006 honda odyssey service manual
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zzy looking faux gold paper with elm leaf inlay from Costco. Unfortunately, by the time it gets to
you, all of that fancy stuff will likely have been picked clean by the greedy shipping employees.
Please don't be surprised to see just a plain recycled box and packaging materials. It would be
great if you could reuse it or take to your recycling center. Even rotation. Model Covers areas 20
Ft. Two great vintage brass sprinklers for one bid Champ model One has been media blasted
clean just a quick pass the other is as-found. Check out my other items! Has a ding in the front
with normal paint wear and scrapes. Offered as shown in the pictures and described the best I
can. Vintage Rain Bird 20 brass impact sprinkler in good shape, Taiwan base Brass Rain Bird 20
sprinkler head on a cast aluminum Taiwan base. Two Vintage Brass Impact Sprinkler Champ
Farm Garden Two great vintage brass sprinklers for one bid Champ model One has been media
blasted clean just a quick pass the other is as-found.

